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Abstract 
 

Life threat events can occur during Traffic congested peak hours. Emergency vehicles are mostly stuck in the traffic jams because people 

are unaware of traffic rules, no separate lanes for emergency vehicles. Traffic jams in case of health emergencies and emergencies like 

fire accident lead to increase in death rate. The loss of precious life can be avoided by efficient traffic management system. In this paper 

a microstrip antenna is designed and developed with radiation characteristics best suited for the emergency vehicles. Emergency vehicle 

alert for short-range vehicular networks will be implemented using the fabricated antenna. 
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1. Introduction 

A novel idea of detecting and notifying the arrival of Emergency 

vehicles like Ambulance, Fire Engine or Police Patrol even before 

its line of sight to the other moving vehicles to the nearest traffic 

light using micro strip antenna is proposed. A prototype for emer-

gency vehicle alert for short range vehicular networks using the 

fabricated antenna is also developed. The omnidirectional gain 

advantages of micro strip antenna in Emergency Vehicle Alert is 

utilized. The micro strip has compact shape, size, low cost with 

good radiation characteristics. 

2. Design & development of antenna for emer-

gency vehicles 

The micro strip patch antenna's dimensions were determined using 

the patch antenna design equations. The determined dimensions 

are shown in table below. 

 
Table 1: Dimensions of Micro Strip Patch Antenna for Emergency Vehi-

cles. 

PARAMETERS Dimensions in mm 

Width of the Patch (W) 15.472 
Actual Length of the Patch (L) 11.537 

Thickness of the Substrate 1.6 

 

The designed micro strip antenna resonating at 5.9 GHz suitable 

for vehicular communication in CADFEKO toolis shown in figure 

below 

 

 
Fig. 1: Designed Microstrip Patch Antenna for Emergency Vehicles. 

3. Simulation results 

The [3] dimensional far field pattern of the designed microstrip 

patch antenna simulated in POSTFEKO tool is shown in figure 

below  

 

 
Fig. 2: Far Field Pattern of Micro Strip Patch Antenna for Emergency 

Vehicles. 
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The reflection coefficient of the designed microstrip patch antenna 

simulated in POSTFEKO tool is shown in figure below. 

 

 
Fig. 3: Reflection Coefficient of Micro Strip Patch Antenna for Emergen-

cy Vehicles. 

4. Fabrication and testing of antenna for 

emergency vehicles  

After getting the required output through simulation software, the 

design was fabricated. Material used as a substrate is FR4-epoxy 

whose Dielectric constant is 4.4 and the substrate height is 

1.6mm.The feed point is drilled and the connector is soldered at 

that spot. The connector used out here is 50ohm SMA N-type 

female connector. The proposed designed antenna fabricated using 

FR4 dielectric material and is shown below. 

 

 
Fig. 4: Fabricated Micro Strip Patch Antenna for Emergency Vehicles. 

 

The testing the fabricated antenna was done using Vector network 

analyzer and the various results are shown in figures below 

 

 
Fig. 5: Measured S11 Parameter. 

 

 
Fig. 6: Measured Voltage Standing Wave Ratio. 

 

The measured results shows good agreement with the simulated 

results and thus the simulation results are validated. 

5. Proposed prototype 

The transmitting antenna is placed in the top of the emergency 

vehicle whereas the receiver is placed in the other moving vehicle 

as well as traffic signal controller. The transmitter is operated 

manually which sends the emergency alert indication to the re-

ceiver in the form of electromagnetic waves. The receiver in the 

traffic signal controller controls the traffic light in such a way that 

till the emergency vehicle crosses the traffic signal, red signal will 

not occur. Whereas the receiver in other vehicles will receive an 

alert message that to leave way for the emergency vehicle to pass 

through. Thus using this effective traffic management system, the 

emergency vehicles transport will be able to save time and in turn 

save precious lives. This prototype is illustrated in figure below. 

 

 
Fig. 7: Prototype utilizing the Patch Antenna for Emergency Vehicles. 

 

This traffic light controller system consists of data receptor anten-

na, microcontroller and traffic light. The data receptor antenna 

receives the signal send the information to the controller. After the 

controller receives the information it controls the time of the light 

in the timer. this process can be achieved by using high gain an-

tennas because antenna gain play a major role for transmitting and 

receiving purposes. 
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6. Fabrication and testing of antenna for 

emergency vehicles 

 
Fig. 8: Block diagram of the Application. 

 

The above figure illustrates how the traffic signal is being func-

tioned by the trigger of Microstrip antenna’s radiation pattern. As 

soon as the radiation pattern of transmitting antenna placed at the 

top of EM vehicle coincides with the radiation pattern of receiving 

antenna placed at the traffic signal, it triggers the microcontroller 

connected to it. By getting triggered the microcontroller performs 

the task given to it. 

7. Traffic light control 

Generally in a four way junction the control of traffic light and 

sudden change of signal is difficult. So, by connecting the single 

microcontroller to all the signals the control of traffic signal be-

comes easier. The traffic light control is illustrated in figure be-

low. 

 

 
Fig. 9: Flow Chart Indicating the Traffic Light Control. 

 

The Traffic light follows the conventional Round Robin Tech-

nique before the transmitting antenna radiation from emergency 

vehicle reaches the radiation pattern of receiving antenna placed at 

traffic signal as illustrated in figure below. 

 

 
Fig. 10: Traffic Light Working in Round Robin Approach. 

 

As soon as the Transmitting antennas radiation pattern reaches the 

radiation range of nearby receiving antenna, the Round robin 

technique gets lower priority and the Arduino board performs the 

task given to it as illustrated in figure below. 

 

 
Fig. 11: Traffic Light is controlled by the System Utilizing the Developed 
Vehicular Antenna. 

 

After the Emergency vehicles radiation pattern moves away from 

the signals coverage area, again the conventional round robin 

technique is followed as shown in figure below. 

 

 
Fig. 12: After the Emergency Vehicle Passes Away, the Traffic Light 

Again Works in Round Robin Approach. 
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8. Conclusion 

By using high gain antennas due to its high gain nature the infor-

mation will reach its destination correctly even there is a presence 

of interferences. This method we can give a lane for emergency 

vehicles to reach its destination as much as possible and also can 

control the life threat during traffic congested peak hours.  
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